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Tentative Pact in Longshore
Canadian
Grain Local
Joins ILWU
VANCOUVER, BC—The independent
600-member Grain Workers Union, Local 333, has joined the Canadian Area
of the ILWU. A special ceremony marking the event was held in Vancouver,
June 24, attended by the Canadian Area
Executive Board and the executive of
the Grain Workers, where a charter—
the first ever granted by the Canadian
Area—was handed to the Grain Workers chartering them Local 333 of the
Canadian Area of the ILWU.
"The members of the Canadian Area
Board are certainly happy to see you
come in under the umbrella of the
ILWU," said Canadian Area president
Don Garcia in presenting the charter to
Barney Chapman, president of the
Grain Workers local. "I know the road
has been a pretty long one. The thing
has been legalized now and has the
okay of the Canadian Labor Congress.
We hope your affiliation will be a pleasant one.
"We understand your problems and
know they're pretty complex. We have
good liaison with your top officials.
OPTIMISM
"We know the intransigence of your
employers and the way they behave.
We hope to shortly take steps to move
into another type of climate with these
people. We look forward to many years
of good relationship with you.
Grain workers president Barney
Chapman was equally optimistic, in accepting the charter on behalf of the
membership.
"It's been a long time," he said,
"and I think it will benefit both our organizations. I'm sure we can work with
you people. I'm happy that we're here."
The gathering then adjourned for re-Continued on Page 3

Unemployment Can
'Tear US Apart'
WASHINGTON, DC—AFL-CIO President George Meany warned last month
that President Ford's refusal to confront the nation's unemployment crisis
head-on can "tear this country apart,"
and called for a crash program to create jobs.
Speaking at a conference here on full
employment, Meany accused the administration of a "callous disregard of
the misery and suffering of the nation's
unemployed."
Meany called for a large-scale housing program and urged Congress to
override President Ford's veto of its
emergency housing bill.
Meany also proposed the following
steps to be taken immediately to ease
the crisis:
• an accelerated program of federal
•
grants for public works;
• federal aid to cities which are facing fiscal crises because of high unemployment and high interest rates.
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CaucusMulls
Three-Year
Settlement

SAN FRANCISCO — As this issue of
The Dispatcher goes to press, delegates
to the longshore, clerks' and bosses'
caucus are meeting here to examine a
new ILWU-PMA Pacific Coast longshore contract.
After the caucus acts on the document, a secret ballot referendum vote
of the rank and file will take place as
soon as possible. Copies of the tentative agreement are being printed and
will be distributed to each member
NEW BOARD—The new ILWU International Executive Board met
through the locals prior to the vote.
July 8-9, for the first time since its election, to deal with some routine
The contract is essentially the same
business. From the bottom of the table are, clockwise, Curtis McClain,
as an agreement negotiated earlier this
Local 6; Shiro Hokama, Al Ramos (observers); Jose Corpuz, Tony
year—but narrowly defeated under the
Kahawaiolaa and Viola Arcangel, Local 142; Joe lbarra, Local 26; Joe
division's veto procedure —
longshore
Martin;
George
Vice-President
34;
Local
10;
Jim Herman,
Mosley, Local
with the addition of a third year.
Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt; President Harry Bridges; ViceIMPROVEMENTS
President William Chester; Secretary Nellie Walsh; L. L. "Chick"
Other important improvements inLoveridge, Local 13 (hidden from camera); Dwayne Wadlow, Local 23;
clude the establishment of a formula
Randy Vekich, Local 24 and Bill Ward, Local 40. Not shown is Frank
for equalization of work opportunity beKennedy, representing the Canadian area, who was detained.
tween skilled steady men and skilled
hall men; a substantial increase in benefits for present and future pensioners;
additional funding for the Pay Guarantee Plan; a pledge of no-layoffs; and
three additional holidays.
On wages,the basic straight-time rate
will go up by 70 cents effective June 28,
1975 and by 60 cents on July 3, 1976, as
negotiated earlier this year. An additional substantial wage hike will be paid
out in the third year.
Full details on these and other
changes and improvements will be released once the caucus has made its
recommendation. All wage increases
will be retroactive to June 28, pensions
to July 1, payable on the first payday
after ratification.
DOWN TO THE WIRE
The new dock pact was reached only
after ILWU and PMA negotiators
worked all night June 30 - July 1. Agreement came at 6:45 a.m., slightly more
than an hour before the expiration of
the previous contract.
Negotiating committee members include the four International titled officers; coast committee members Bill
Ward and Fred Huntsinger; Shaun Maloney, Local 19, Seattle; Randy Vekich,
Local 24, Aberdeen; Larry Clark, Local
40, Portland; Dick Wise, Local 8, Portland; Pete Fuller, Local 54, Stockton;
Joe Mosley, Local 10, San Francisco;
James Herman, Local 34, San FrancisLocal 9 pickets at Fisher Flouring Mills
--photo by Elmer Allen
co; Joe Jakovac, Local 12, Coos Bay;
Rudy Rubio, Local 13, Wilmington
and
9
Local
if
55
cents,
SEATTLE — Some 73 members of wage increase of
was replaced in the last week of
(who
ILWU warehouse Local 9 employed at will agree to the manning changes.
negotiations by alternate Nate DiBiasi.)
Fisher Flouring Mills went out on strike
"In other words," says Bukoskey,
at 7 a.m. July 1 after negotiations for "they're telling us we have to buy our
a new contract reached an impasse.
wage increase with our jobs. We won't
do that." ILWU members estimate that
MAJOR ISSUE
the proposed manning decrease will
The major issue, according to Local 9 save the company about $75,000 per
see page 4
President John Bukoskey, is that Fisher year.
is demanding changes in manning reThe Local 9 picket line is being reduction procedures which would allow spected by members of the AFL-CIO
them to slice off seven jobs, directly or grain millers union. Local 9 committee
indirectly.
members include Bukoskey, Wilbur
At the same time, the employer is Yielding, Martin Davis and Randy
see page 6
offering a one year contract with a Campbell.

Local 9 Strikes Fisher
Flour Mill Warehouse

Organizing

Inflation's
Cause
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On the Beam
by Harry Bridges
DY THE TIME this issue of The Dispatcher is in the mail, the
longshore caucus will probably have made its recommendations on a new three-year longshore-clerks contract. Each member will, through his local, receive a copy of the tentative agreement, and there will be a rank and file referendum, with a twothirds majority required to pass it if a veto develops.
No doubt there will be some so-called "revolutionaries" who
are going to climb up one side of the agreement and down the
other—there are going to say it's a no good deal, a sell out. Such
people are long in ideas on what they think we should get in an
agreement, but have no answers on how to get all the goodies
they yak about. Luckily, our rank and file, and I mean the overwhelming majority of them are not stupid. In my opinion, many
of the rank and file know now that they were taken for a ride
when they voted on the last contract proposal. I doubt if they
will be suckered a third time around.
Although I'm not at liberty at this point to release details of
the contract, I think we are going to find that the big Majority
of our members are going to think it's a damn good agreement,
given the times we're living in, and that in some areas we will
be really setting the pace for workers in other industries. The
money is good, the benefits are right up there with the rest of
them, pensions are improved, we made some real prograss in
the area of equalization of work opportunity.

IT'S ALREADY BEGUN and it's going to get
worse. For the next few years we are all
going to be subjected to a barrage of advertising displays masquerading as history, supposedly doing honor to the 200th anniversary
of the independence of the United States. The
radio and TV stations are loaded with 20 second tidbits about Benjamin Franklin's sex life
and the real name of Paul Revere's horse—
with suitable commercial messages sandwiched in—and other such deep stuff. The big
oil companies are buying full-page ads, to convince us that the founding fathers would have
approved today's gasoline prices. At every
roadside stand you can buy bicentennial souvenirs, coins, flags, cocked hats and other
"symbols of the nation's past." Some cynics
have called it the "Buy-centennial."
But underneath all the hucksterism and
foolishness, there is a real renewed interest in
our nation's past. Perhaps because we seem
to be at a real turning point in our history,
the American people want to know more about
their own past and they have a right to know.
A people's history is an explosive and powerful thing, and we pay dearly for the lies we
tell ourselves. Remember how for years and
years every school child was taught that the
black slaves were ignorant savages who were
deliriously happy under their masters' dominion, never rebelled, and spent most of their
time eating watermelon,, singing and dancing?
Only in recent years has that series of lies
been destroyed—but while it lasted it was a
powerful intellectual force for racism in this
country. In other words, the way we see our
past • in some ways determines how we see
ourselves today and how we act.

port goods from England, and dumped the tea
into the harbor in 1773.
In other cities as well, mechanics organizations — led primarily by skilled workers and
small businessmen — known as the Sons ol
Liberty, provided the energy and muscle for
the revolutionary movements. Without them,
there would have been no Declaration of Independence.
The American Revolution was not a working-class revolution in the sense that it was
led by workers and workers' organizations.
When it came down to the basic decisions, the
working classes tended to accept the leadership of their "betters" without much question.
But the Washingtons, Jeffersons and Hancocks
always had to be aware that without the power
of the mass of people behind them, there would
be no United States. When they wrote in the
Declaration that "all men are created eqyal,"
and when they wrote the guarantees of freedom of speech, the press and other civil liberties into the Constitution, it was only because
the "small people" of the day would have it
no other way.
THER REVOLUTIONS, of course—like the
O
French Revolution, or like the socialist
and anti-colonial movements of later years—

made more far-reaching changes. The American revolutionaries did not free their slaves,
they did not give the vote to the poorest among
them, or to their womenfolk, they did not redistribute the national wealth, nor follow a
policy of land reform in the south—and they
soon embarked on a policy of genocide toward
the Native American population which far surpassed anything the British had ever done.
But they did set something in motion. SudHUS, ALL THE nonsense that's coming
down in the name of a celebration of the denly it became legitimate for "the people"
Bicentennial is not only silly—it's dangerous. to take their own destinies under their own
There is a picture being created, for example, control; now politicians—even the top leaders
of the American revolution in which there —had to bow, or at least pretend to bow—to the
are no social classes, no workers or bosses, wishes of "we the people." While they underno masters and slaves, no Indians—only heroes. stood its limitations, it is no wonder that great
In fact, eighteenth century America was a revolutionaries ever since 1776 — from Robescountry of workers and small farmers. Very pierre to Ho Chi Minh—have paid homage to
few lived in townhouses on Boston Common, the progressive role of our War for Independin manor houses along the Hudson Valley, or ence.
on sprawling, elegant plantations along the
If we are going to celebrate our birthday, a
Potomac. They lived in the cramped, dark, little ,more seriousness is in order.
working class tenements of South Boston and
Philadelphia, in slave quarters behind the "big
house," and in simple farm houses along the
frontier. Although those of them who were
actually paid probably received better wages
than their brothers still in Europe, they were Published be the International tongsberemen's end Illisrehossenien's Untie
in the midst of a serious depression as the
Revolutionary era dawned. The prosperity bred
by England's colonial wars had f aded, the Published semi-monthly at 1188 Franklin St., San
mother country's tax and trade policies were Francisco, Calif. 94109. Second class postage paid at
draining capital from North America, unem- San Francisco. Subscription $2.50 per year.
ployment was high.
HARRY BRIDGES
LOUIS GOLDBLATT
President
Secretary-Treasurer
Although they lacked real trade unions, city
workers were organized. In Boston, under the
GEORGE MARTIN
WILLIAM CHESTER
leadership of a group of skilled workers, the
Vice President
Vice President
Director of Organization
Assistant to the President
so-called mobs selectively terrorized England's
tax collectors, destroyed the homes of officials
BARRY SILVERMAN
Research Director
who had wronged them, enforced collective
discipline on merchants who continued to imDispatcher
deadline, July 18
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?THE PAY GURANTEE, with a guarantee of no-layoffs for the
next 3 years is one of the most important elements in this
contract. Very simply, it tells our employers that some of the
enormous benefits they have made from containerization and
mechaniaztion, with the substantial cuts in the size of the workforce which this technology permits, have to be shared. They
can't simply say to a worker—"well, it's been nice knowing you
but we have these new machines, and so long."
There are some real problems with the guarantee. Most
people, I'm sure would much rather work than receive the guarantee. It's been our position that the PGP should not be a way of
life—that it can become a demoralizing thing—but if there is in
fact going to be a drying up of work opportunity, the employers
have a contnuing obligation to us. We're not happy about the
tightness of work, but at least we can make reasonably sure that
our members and their families are taken care of. Super-dupers
who criticize the guarantee for whatever reasons—and some of
their reasons may even be somewhat valid—are refusing to understand the day-to-day realities with which workers have to deal.
There's another important section in the contract which I'd
like to point out as having significance. That is, the PMA and the
ILWU have agreed to make a joint study of the possibility and
the effect of establishing a seven hour day on the waterfront.
We understand that saying "we'll study it" is often a way of
simply laying a question aside for many years, but we think this
is a serious if small step we can make towards implementing
the shorter work-day program decided upon by the last Interntional Convention. I can't speak for PMA, but I know that our
committee is pretty serious about getting this study underway.
What's to study? Well, from our point of view, we want to
see if cutting down on the workday will really spread some of
the work around in the longshore industry, and allow more people
to earn a living. That was our program in 1934 when we won
the six hour day. It was hard times back then, and it was a sound
program to fight for — to spread the work around some and
allow other workers to earn a little. It was our own fault that we
tacked on another two hours at overtime rates to go back to the
eight hour day but there's no use in crying over that one.

E HOLD IT AS A FUNDAMENTAL fact that all unions
W
worthy of the name have always fought for the shorter day,
for the sole reason of minimizing the amount of time that the
employer can work us, and extract profit from our labor. That's
why one of labor's most historic fights over the years—and the
struggle that met some of the heaviest repression from employers—was the right for the ten hour, and then the eight hour day.
I's a real simple program—we want to subject ourselves to exploitation for as few hours as possible.
But let's not have any illusions about this. We're not talking
about a six or seven hour day for eight hours pay, or 30 hours
work per week for 40 hours pay. People who push for this kind
of program are engaging in plain outright demagougery and
misleadership. It's strictly a propaganda program that misses
the whole point of fighting for the shorter work day.
Sure it can be argued that going for 30 for 40 or some such
slogans is valid because workers can't afford to reduce their
take-home pay in these -inflationary times, and that, also, management won't hire on more workers, they'll simply get eight
hours work out of us in six hours, by use of the speed-up. Well,
anything is possible. Sure, those things may happen. But to prevent such happenings is what unions are for, that's why we're in
business. And we think that if any union can make a program
of reducing hours of work to the benefit of the rank and file it's
our union.
Again, we understand that it's not easy, particularly when
we're talking about what could appear to be a temporary reduction in take-home pay. And we also understand that simply
studying the question isn't the same as doing it. But from a
straight working class angle, the program of reducing the hours
of work during which time a worker can be exploited is not only
a good, solid union program—for our union, it's a must.
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Canadian Gram Workers
Affiliate With the ILWU
Continued from Page 1—
are some conditions like health and
welfare where our contract is a little
freshments to mark the occasion.
By agreement between the Interna- bit better but longshoremen generally
tional and its Canadian Area, the newly have better conditions, better hours of
formed ILWU grain workers Local 333 work, wages and adjustments to wages.
"Negotiations with the companies will
will also be issued a charter by the
start again three months from now and
International.
it's going to be rough again. Labor reMERGER HISTORY
are in a bad way because of
"Our grain workers affiliated with the lations
attitude and their barmanagement's
Brewery Workers union in 1947," said
structure—five separate comgaining
representative/
business
Kancs,
Henry
who try to deal on a separate
secretary-treasurer for his union, when panies
They haven't developed any diainterviewed by The Dispatcher at the basis.
with our union.
gathering. "Not long ago the Brewery logue
SAFETY QUESTIONS
merged
States
United
the
in
Workers
"One of the most important problems
with the Teamsters Union. We didn't
like to go that way and we approached is that our grievance procedure doesn't
the ILWU to discuss affiliation. At the work. Our safety and health too, are in
same time we approached the Canadian complete shambles, no good at all. The
Labor Congress. The Teamsters agreed company completely ignores the union
to release us from the merger and it and its membership. When we watch
was agreed with the Congress that we longshoremen naturally we are jealous;
would first become an independent we know there are very good conditions
union and then negotiate affiliation with as far as safety is concerned.
"Layoffs are a problem right now for
the longshoremen's union. That's what
took place. It took longer than we an- our people . . . We would like to have
ticipated; nevertheless we're in one stable employment conditions like your
uinon has at the coal loading operation
family now.
"We have five separate contracts of at Roberts Banks — a seven day week
our own right now. The difference in and a guaranteed annual wage. But we
wages between the ILWU and grain know it's not going to be easy. It'll take
workers has narrowed considerably. In time.
"One of the most important new
November I would say we will be 23$
apart and that's not too bad. Our things now will be that we will have
dreams and hopes are to get complete one set of negotiations on grain instead
parity with longshoremen not only in of two. The longshoremen have people
wages but in conditions as well. There working on grain too."

NEW LOCAL—Surrounded by several members of newly chartered ILWU
Grain Handlers Local 333, Canadian Area President Don Garcia shows charter
to Local 333 President Barney Chapman and Business Agent Henry Kancs.

Grain Workers, Longshoremen Have
Long History of Cooperation
VANCOUVER, BC—On the occasion
of the issuance of an ILWU charter to
Grain Handlers Local 333, Canadian
Area Regional Director Craig Pritchett
took a moment to recall the long history of friendship and mutual support
between longshoremen and grain terminal workers.
"Since the first locals of the ILWU
were chartered in Canada in 1945," he
said, "grain terminal workers were
always considered a close friend and

Local 142 Plans
Huge Labor Day
Parade and Rally
HILO—A gigantic good old fashioned
Labor Day parade and rally is being
planned for Sept. 1 by Hawaii Division
ILWU Local 142, according to Division
Director Yoshito Takamine.
The Local Executive Board, at its last
meeting held last month, left the matter
of Labor Day celebrations up to each
Division to decide one way or the other.
PARADE-RALLY THEME
SCALERS' NEGOTIATIONS—Bob Edwards, President of ILWU Shipscalers'
"Organize the unorganized," "unem- Local 2, makes a point in recent negotiations with employers, represented by
ployment and jobs," and "economy of the Bay Area Scaling Contractors. At left is committee member Nathaniel
Hawaii,"—these combined will be the Staruts and Umberto Montx, the union's bookkeeper.
theme of the parade-rally.
Takamine is general chairman of the
affair.
The parade will wind through the
streets of downtown Hilo, and end up at
the Hilo Armory, where the rally will
be held.
PARTICIPANTS
Participants will include ILWU members and their families. Other unions
on the Big Island, such as the HGEA,
UPW, HSTA, SHOPO and various AFLCIO affiliated unions, will also be invited to take part in the parade-rally.
"It's been such a long time ago since
we had a parade to observe the one day
in the year—a national holiday—which
is set aside to honor workers, so we decided to put on a massive demonstra'
•
tion of labor unity on September 1,"
—photo by Everett Richardson
said Takamine.
BOWLERS—Happy winners in the mixed doubles event at the ILWU
"We feel Labor Day 1975 is an approInvitational Bowling Tournament, held last month in Vancouver,
Coast
priate time to remind everyone in the
were, from left Sam and Marcy Kent, Bette and Jeff HanWashington
community about some of the serious
Oregon, with a pinfall of 2341.
Astoria,
from
sen,
problems which face our country today
recession,
unemployment,
—growing
VANCOUVER, Wash. — The spon- other members you wouldn't otherand the importance of workers to besors of the Annual ILWU Coast In- wise get to know are great.
long to a union, more than ever before,"
Winners of this year's events
vitational Bowling tournament want
Takamine added.
readers of The Dispatcher to know were: Team—Bette and Cliff Hanthat their 1975 get-together, held sen and Nancy and Sam Kent, from
last month, was a roaring success Astoria, Oregon, with a pinfall of
Armed Forces Organizing
and that plans are already under- 2341; Doubles—Roy and Boots KaWASHINGTON, DC — The American
way for next year's event. Bowlers dow of Vancouver, Wash., with 1237
Federation of Government Employees,
pins; Men's singles—Chuck Reneke
from all ILWU locals are 'invited.
AFL-CIO, has announced plans to beof Astoria, knocked down 626 pins;
ANNUAL EVENT
gin organizing members of the armed
Women's singles — Ann McQuaid,
forces. While Pentagon authorities reThe tournament is held every year Castle Rock, Wash., 598. Champion
acted with horror when asked to com,f all events were Al Erickson,
around the third week of June—plan
ment on the proposed unionization
a holiday around this event and you 1,mgview, with 1875 pins and Mary
drive, AGFE officials pointed out that
won't be disappointed. The prizes Moran, 1179 pins.
service men in Sweden, the Nether--7o further information, contact
aren't much, but the rewards of
lands and West Germany had been sucKalil°, Local 50, Astoria.
making new friends and meeting
cessfully represented by trade unions.

ILWU Bowlers Have Big Success

ally of our longshoremen's union. In
those early postwar years attempts
were made by international reps of the
ILWU to organize grain elevators. Attempts were also made to organize
them by the newly established retailwholesale union.
"A number of our pensioners and
older union members are people who
were originally signed up by our union
when they were• grain workers. The
employers and the elevator companies,
fired them for their activities in the
jurisdictional flareup that followed.
"Subsequently, in the late '40's, a
hearing was held by the Executive
Council of the Canadian Congress of
Labor. The jurisdiction was taken away
from both our unions and given to the
Brewery Workers (which included cereal workers). For a number of years
the grain workers had contracts separate and apart from the contracts of
the Brewery Workers union of which
they were a part.
SEVERAL STRIKES
"Over the years several strikes took
place and the grain workers were .successful, because of their militancy and
economic position, in establishing fairly
good wages and conditions in a onecommodity industry which has many
ebbs and flows determined by Canada's
trading position in the world grain
market.
"The grain workers too, along with
longshoremen (who also do shipside
loading) have been the object of a great
deal of public pressure brought on by
the various economic groups involved
including an agro lobby. Like the longshoremen, the grain workers were legislated back to work by the federal government under a contract formula
worked out by Dr. Neil Perry, a conciliator appointed by the federal government.
"Efforts are now being initiated by
our unions in Canada through the Canadian Labor Congress, and its affiliates who are directly involved in the
movement of grain, to review our bargaining positions, consolidate our
strength to protect our collective agreements and to bring stability into the
movement of Canadian grain to the
world market.

Chile to Resume Coast Trade
SAN FRANCISCO — The Chilean national shipping firm, Compania Chilena
de Navigacion Interoceanica (CCNI)
has been admitted to membership in
the Latin America/Pacific Coast Steamship. Conference. CCNI is planning to
resume service to the West Coast of
British Columbia and the United States
in September. Kerr Steamship Company
is US agent for the Chilean carrier.

Aid to Democratic Spain
LOS ANGELES—The ILWU Southern
California District Council has donated
$50 to the Committee for a Democratic
Spain, to be used for newspaper ads in
major cities calling attention to the
plight of trade unionists there.

.......
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Devoted ILWU Organizers Sprea
Unionism on Remote Alaska Isles
KETCHIKAN, Alaska — Organizing in Alaska, a land of vast distances, is tough, but not too tough
for a couple of seasoned veterans
like Annie Taylor of Local 85 and
Mary Smith of Local 61.
Recently the two women went
over to Prince of Wales Island to
organize Craig Fisheries, and successfully signed up all employees,
including the office worker.
That's more complicated than
it sounds, as travel in Southeastern Alaska, where the two women
are helping to organize the cold
storage industry under the direction of Northwest Regional Director G. Johnny Parks, is mostly by
plane and ferry boat.
"And on foot," says Annie, recalling the four-day trip which at
one point saw the two women hoofing it down the beach on Prince
of Wales Island after having been
forgotten by their pilot. They were
ultimately rescued by a bush pilot
and taken to a logging camp
where they met up with a charter.
A DAY'S WORK
All in all, it took four days, most
of it coming and going. But it was
all in the day's work; the important thing was that the workers at
Craig Fisheries had signed pledge
cards, enabling the Regional Office to file June 23 for an NLRB
election.
The Craig workers will become
members of Local 61 in Ketchikan,
of which Mary Smith is president.

When Annie and Mary talked to
the unorganized about conditions
in the cold storage industry and
what wages were in pre-union

-

Annie Taylor at work.
days, they know what they are
talking about. Mary, employed at
New England Fish, has worked
in the industry 18 years. Annie
has been at Whitney-Fidalgo, a
Japanese-owned plant at Petersburg for six years.
While working in cold storage,
Annie organized Sitka Sound Seafood in 1974 and helped organize
the longshore unit in Petersburg
in 1972. She has also done organizing work at Yakutat, a remote
village surrounded by massive
snow peaks, 90 minutes flying
time out of Juneau.

Of Mary, Parks said: "She has
been on the negotiating committee of Local 61 for the past several seasons. She is very interested in expanding the membership
of the ILWU cold storage workers
in Southeastern Alaska."
LEADING STATE
Both women for the past several
years have participated in negotiations in the cold storage industry, as representatives of the cold
storage locals, flying to Seattle,
where the talks with the employers are held.
Alaska is the leading state in the
value of its commercial catch. The
processing of fish, canned and
frozen, is the 49th state's leading
industry. Main fishing port is Ketindustry, where Local 61 is headquartered.
"I've been for unions all my
life," says Annie. During World
War II, she worked in a Portland
shipyard and served as a business
agent for Boilermakers 72. "My
husband (he's now retired) was a
union man. I suppose I'll have to
retire myself some day, but I'm
not looking forward to it."
She said of her teammate in
organizing the cold storage industry, Mary Smith, "she's a Tlingit Indian who has lived in Alaska
all her life and knows all about
the bad old days before we were
unionized — she's great to work
with!"
"They're both great," says
Parks.

Three Years in
Stir for Quebec
Labor Chief
QUEBEC — Louis Laberge, President of the 300,000-member Quebec
Federation of Labor has been sentenced to a prison term of three years
because of a speech he made a year
ago.
Laberge was found guilty of "mischief" for allegedly inciting a group of
workers to sabotage appliances at
Hupp Canada Ltd. Prosecution witnesses claimed that the workers caused
$50,000 worth of damage in the plant.

SPECIAL LAWS
The conviction came only one week
after the provincial legislature had
barred labor leaders convicted of arson, theft and drug trafficking from
holding an executive post in a trade
union for five years. To insure that Laberge would also be covered the provincial Minister of Justice had inserted
an amendment including mischief as
another crime for which one might be
barred from union office.
LABOR PROTEST
Canadian Labour Congress President
Joe Morris today expressed shock in
connection with the three-year penitentiary term imposed.
"By imposing a three-year term upon
a prominent union leader for a speech
made to trade unionists in connection
with proposals for a cost of living
clause in their collective agreement,
the court has created a dangerous precedent endangering freedom of speech
—until now a fundamental right of
every Canadian," Mr. Morris said.
"Fiery rhetoric is the rule rather
than the exception in Quebec public
life. If the Quebec department of justice were consistent, it would have to
prosecute and jail a great number of
other people including politicians and
labour leaders for statements attributed to them in the past years.
"Mr. Laberge committed no act of
violence nor is there any allegation that
he did, for no other charges were laid
exports won convention approval, as either against him or against anyone
did one from British Columbia demand- else in connection with this case.
ing "equal pay for equal work, and the
"This sentence must immediately be
extension of protective laws to all appealed, not only for the sake of jusworkers, regardless of sex."
tice toward Louis Laberge, but also for
The delegates were treated to a boat the sake of civil liberties in general."
tour of Los Angeles Harbor, arranged
by Port Commissioner Nate Di Biasi,
president of the Union's Southern California Council.
Delegates also voted to support boycotts of goods to and from Chile and
SAN FRANCISCO—Roy Bissell, longurged participation in Chile solidarity time Maritime Safety Officer for the
committees.
Department of Labor, retired June 30,
At a concluding session, Wenonah 1975, after 32 years of service.
Drasnin, Oakland, and Gladyse Hoover,
Bissell is well known in Northern
Aberdeen, were reelected secretary and California ports for his work in Maritreasurer. Emma Phillips, Everett, time Safety. In addition to carrying out
and Veva Phillips, Milwaukie, Ore., enforcement of Safety and Health Regwere reelected vice-presidents for ulatons for longshoring and shipyards,
Washington and Oregon. Margaret Pry- he also conducted Safety Classes over
or of Auxiliary 17 was elected vice- the years which were attended by a
president for Northern California, and great many longshoremen in Locals 10,
Peggy Chandler, vice president for 54, 14 and 18.
Southern California. Ms. Chandler of
More recently Bissell has been assistAuxiliary 8, also served as convention ing PMA in conducting Safety Seminars
sergeant of arms. Others involved in for walking bosses and superintendents.
convention arrangements, in addition to
Prior to joining the Department of
Ms. Kaunisto, included Frances Grassi, Labor, Bissell worked at the Hunter's
Opal Riggs and Clara Moore, all mem- Point Naval Shipyard. He is a machinbers of Auxiliary 8.
ist by trade and was active in the Machinist's Union. During World War II
he served in the Navy's Submarine
Northwest Trade Mission
Service.
PORTLAND — The Northwest forest
products trade mission, which spent
April in southeast Asia, discovered a Ernie Baker Honored
growing market for logging and woodPORTLAND—Ernest E. Baker, presiprocessing equipment in many of the
of the PCPA and secretary of the
dent
countries visited, notably the Philiplocal pensioners' club, has been inpines and Malaysia.
vited to the State Capitol this week by
An article in the April 24 Shipping Gov. Bob Straub to witness the signing
News quotes a spokesman for the trade of nine bills Baker helped lobby through
mission as saying most of the large con- the recent legislative session.
cession holders want to purchase comThe bills, of special interest to penplete mills, rather than buying equip- sioners and widows, include HB 2608
ment on a piecemeal basis.
(known as the widow's bill), HB 2140
The mission also learned that the which does away with inheritance taxes
Philippines government has proclaimed on railroad retirement, social security,
a ban on the export of logs, effective or pensions, and seven other measures
liberalizing state probate laws.
Jan. 1, 1976.

Auxiliaries Focus on Women's Year
TORRANCE — The 17th Biennial
Convention of the ILWU Federated
Auxiliaries adjourned June 27, after
electing a new president, Dawn Rutter,
of Auxiliary 17.
Ms. Rutter replaces Ruth Harris,
Los Angeles, who declined to run for
reelection due to failing eyesight.
Forty-three delegates and three alternate delegates from 15 auxiliaries in
Oregon, Washington, California and
British Columbia attended the five-day
session.
The convention theme, "International Women's Year 1975—Unity and Understanding," was emphasized by convention speakers, including Ann Ramirez, aide to Congressman Glenn Anderson (D-Ca.); Consuelo Andrade of
the Coalition for Economic Survival;
Ms. Rutter, Gordon Giblin, president
of the union's Southern California pensioners; Paul Perlin, secretary of the
Southern California District Council;
Faye Kemp, Auxiliary 30, Vancouver,
B. C., who urged "women everywhere
to work together for a world without

USSR Merchant Fleet
PORTLAND — The Soviet Union may
soon be the world's foremost maritime
power. So says Senator Ernest F. Hollings (D.-S.C.) who is quoted at length
in the May 21 issue of the Daily Shipping News.
Already the Russian merchant marine fleet has outstripped its US counterpart, moving from 23rd to 6th place
on the list of major merchant marine
fleets of the world during the period
1946-1974. The US, meantime, slipped
from first to eighth place during the
same interval.
A report issued by the Senator's committee blamed fragmented US maritime policy for the slippage. The report
—or at least that portion quoted in the
shipping sheet — did not say whether
some of the slippage was due to the
registry of former US vessels under
foreign flags.

want and without war;" and Helen
Kaunisto, chairman of the convention
arrangements committee, who served
as mistress of ceremonies at a banquet
hosted for the delegates by Locals 13,
26, 63 and 94.
Ms. Kemp later was reelected vicepresident of Canada; and Ms. Kaunisto
elected first vice-president of the Federation, the post formerly held by Ms.
Rutter.
Outgoing president Ruth Harris, in
her keynote address, urged the auxiliaries to join with other groups in
fighting inflation, unemployment and
the arms race "for which our government is the largest salesman."
The Federation reaffirmed its support of the ILWU longshore division,
which, at the time was in contract
negotiations in San Francisco, and
pledged to rally affiliates to respond to
all requests for help.
DEBATE ON AMNESTY
In other actions the delegates concurred in policy statements adopted
earlier by the Union against the financing of foreign wars; "Vietnam — No
More; Never Again;" and unconditional amnesty for resisters of that war.
The amnesty resolution triggered debate. Several delegates asked to be
recorded as voting No, and several abstained from voting.
The Federation's traditional stand on
civil rights was spelled out in support
for Joan Little, a young Black woman
2harged with killing a guard who subjected her to vicious sexual attack in
a southern jail, and the Wilmington
Ten, a Black minister and nine codefendants who face a total of 283 years
in prison for defending a church in
North Carolina from what delegates
described as a "four day siege by the
KKK." •
LOG EXPORTS
A resolution introduced by the Everett auxiliary opposing any ban on log

Roy Bissell, Veteran
Safety Man, Retires
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Labor Fights for Tough Noise Standard
WASHINGTON, DC—Ninety decibels
is the amount of noise generated by a
New York City subway train. For those
readers who have ridden in one — it's
loud. If you ride on one of them for
thirty minutes or so, you're ready to
get out.
Eighty-five decibels is the noise generated by a downtown street in the middle of the day—people talking, cars and
trucks driving, horns honking, etc.
In other words, the difference of five
decibels is significant—many scientists
who specialize in the human ear and its
problems suggest that 85 decibels is
only half the noise of 90 decibels.
DEBATE
These five decibels are now the subject of furious debate as the US Labor
Department prepares to set a standard
for how much noise workers can be exposed to over five years. Over the
course of the next few weeks, officials
will listen to hundreds of hours of testimony and then a final decision will be
made by Labor Secretary John Dunlop.
The sides have been pretty precisely
drawn.
The business community, the leaders
of the Ford Administration, and the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration itself would prefer to see the
standard remain at the present level
of 90 decibels.
Organized labor, most of the scientific
community and the US Environmental
Protection Agency is pushing to lower
the limit to 85, claiming that in this
way literally millions of workers will

be saved from permanent hearing damage.
TOO EXPENSIVE?
The major objection to forcing business to reduce noise levels down to 85
decibels is cost. One OSHA study,
picked up by the business leaders and
the Ford Administration, purports to
prove that compliance with a 90 decibel
standard will cost $13 million, while
conversion to 85 decibels will cost $31
billion. Thus, the Ford administration's
inflation "watchdog" — the Council on
Wage and Price Stability — has asked
that_the standard remain at 90 decibels
for economic reasons.
And President Ford himself, in a recent speech to the US Chamber of Commerce on the need to hold down costs
asked, "Is it worth as much as $30
billion a year of consumers' dollars to
reduce the level of noise exposure by
approximately five decibels?"
VASTLY INFLATED
Labor, the Environmental Protection
Agency and the scientific community
argue that the $31 billion figure is vastly inflated. It is based, according to
Dr. Jeanne M. Stellman of the Oil,
Chemical and Atomic Workers, "on a
hastily made survey of existing conditions, inaccurate comparisons between
industries, and unfounded extrapolations of costs."
The Environmental Protection Agency, on the other hand, alleges that the
cost of such a reduction to 85 decibels
would be only about $11.5 billion.

HOW TYPICAL NOISE LEVELS COMPARE
Everyday Sounds

Industrial Noise

Decibels

Decibels

Medium jet engine

160
150

Air-raid siren

140
130

Discotheque

120
110
100

Subway train
Downtown street corner

90
80

Vacuum cleaner

70

Punch press
Furniture-mill saw
Bulldozer
Cotton-mill loom
Oil-refinery furnace pump
Steel-mill blast furnace
Farm tractor
Newspaper press
Road grader
20-ton truck
Turret lathe
Open-pit mine locomotive
1 ton truck

Auto traffic near freeway—
Private business
Average home
Residential neighborhood —
at night

60
50
40
30

Whisper

20
10
0

Noise levels are measured in decibels — the intensity of sound on a
scale Starting at one for the least
perceptible sound and increasing
with multiplying intensity for each
decibel rise. For instance. "perceived
loudness- of a jet engine at 160 decibels is about four times that of an
air-raid siren at 140. Noise becomes
painful at about the 130-decibel level.

Other experts have pointed out that
the cost of not reducing the noise level
in places of work is about the same as
the cost of reducing it: Acoustical engineers Glenn Warnaka, Gerald Johnson
and Hans Sass point out that claims for
damages and workmen's compensation
"may result in a loss of more money
to industry than any other portion of
OSHA standards simply because noise
seems to affect more workers." One
EPA study suggests that the cost of not
tightening up on noise would total at
least $12 billion in lost time, medical
bills and comp payments.
Warnaka-Jones and Sass also point
out that recent innovations in noise control technology will greatly reduce the
cost of applying scientifically creditable
standards.
Whatever the cost, labor's answer to
President Ford's question—"is it worth
it?"—remains a resounding yes, whatever the cost.
Glenn Watts, president of the Communications Workers' Union claims that
770,000 more workers will suffer "substantial" hearing loss with a 90 decibel
ceiling than at 85. "We reject going
deaf in order to verify that exposure to
90 decibels for eight hours is hazardous," he says. While OSHA suggests
that insufficient research has been done,
labor suggests that it would be vastly
preferable to err on the side of the
workers' health.
Besides the hearing loss caused by
excessive noise, other studies have
blamed noise for:
• Constriction of blood vessels.
• Higher heart disease rates.
• Increased medical disorders, injuries and absences in noisy plants, as
compared with other plants.
• Disturbances involving the gastrointestinal, cardiovascular, neurological
and endocrine systems.
And so, in the weeks to come, labor
and business will each bring forth their
most prestigious witnesses before the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration—Steelworkers' President I. W.
Abel and Ado Workers President Leonard Woodcock, along with numerous
shop stewards and safety activists will
testify on behalf of the 85 decibel limit.
After that, it will be up to Secretary
of Labor John Dunlop to decide.

Soviets Excel in
Protection From
Toxic Chemicals
LOS ANGELES — One area in which
the US trails the Soviet Union, according to a recent article in the Los Angeles Times, is protection of factory workers from job related diseases.
The Times article, by reporters Jeff
Stansbury and Edward Flattau, points
out that "in virtually every instance,
the Russians' maximum allowable exposure of workers to airborne toxic substances is far below those permitted in
this country."
For example, while the Soviets allow
workers to be exposed to a maximum.
of 10 milligrams of cancer-inducing trichloroethylene per cubic meter of air,
the US standard is 535 milligrams. And
this pattern of higher standards, Flattau and Stansbury assert, is fairly consistent, with the exception of the recently adopted US standard on vinyl
chloride which is substantially tougher
than the Russian standard.
How tough are the Russians on actual
enforcement? The Times reuorters say
that it's hard to prove, one way or another, in the absence of reliable statistics. "But tougher standards cannot
hurt the workingman's health and conceptually would seem a desirable strategy to follow."
DIFFERENT APPROACH
The Russians, according to Flattau
and Stansbury, take a completely different approach to the question of exposure to dangerous chemicals on the
job.
The Soviet approach "assumes that
exposure levels to toxic substances are
harmful until proven reasonably safe"
while Americans "start with a high
level of demonstrable ill-effect and work
downward, fixing the standard at the
point where specific disease symptoms
cease (althoudi deviations from the
norm may still exist)."
Thus, the American approach does
not confront the problem of job-induced,
slow, degenerative diseases, but bases
itself only on visible symptoms, which
may signify a terminal stage of the disease. rather than its onset.

Next Dispatcher
Deadline July 18

Senior Citizens Want Some
Concrete Help from Congress
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The immediate
needs of the nation's elderly for adequate income, housing, health care and
social services were spelled out to Congress by 3,700 delegates attending a
recent National Council of Senior Citizens legislative conference in Washington.
They told senators and representatives on Capitol Hill that their hopes of
relieving the plight of older people rest
with Congress, charging that the Ford
Administration's policies toward the
elderly are marked by indifference and
even hostility.
In testimony before the House Select
Committee on Aging, NCSC officials
and representatives from around the
country detailed the steps Congress
must take to resolve the problems of
millions of older Americans struggling
against high living costs and illness.
The occasion was the first field hearing conducted by the new 28-member
committee, held at the hotel ballroom
where the NCSC was meeting.
Among the key legislative objectives
outlined by the NCSC are:
• General revenue contributions to
the social security fund.
• Automatic cost-of-living increases
in social security benefits at least twice
a year.
• Enactment of the National Health
Security bill to overcome the shortcomings of Medicare with its deductibles,
fees and exclusions.
• An independent Social Security Administration outside the Dept. of Health,
Education & Welfare.

• Reform of nursing home regulations to eliminate inhumane conditions
and abuse of patients.
• Reduced fares for the elderly during non-rush periods on national and
local transportation systems.
• Property tax relief and development of adequate low-income housing
programs for senior citizens.
As the lead-off witness before the
committee, NCSC President Nelson H.
Cruikshank noted that retirement for
most Americans means that they must
live on fixed incomes during a time of
high inflation. He pointed out that about
5 million persons over age 65 live in
poverty.
Cruikshank said the elderly must pay
a disproportionate amount of their incomes for the basic necessities of food,
shelter, transportation and medical
care.
He also stressed that economic problems are mounting for persons aged 55
to 64, among whom the unemployment
rate has increased nearly 75 percent in
the past nine months and long-term unemployment has doubled.
He said that enactment of Health Security legislation is vital to close gaps
in coverage under Medicare, citing the
problems of 8 million persons over 74.
Other NCSC witnesses, representing
all major sections of the country, described for the committee the widespread poverty conditions that exist
among the elderly, many of whom after
paying their housing expenses don't
have enough income to cover the costs
of adequate food or medical care.
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Higher Prices-Fewer Jobs:How Come?
The following is a version, slightly abridged, of a paper delivered by
ILWU Research Director Barry Silverman at a conference on "Labor's
Economic Goals in a Depressed Economy," sponsored by the San Francisco Labor Council, AFL-CIO, May
29. It is based in large part on material in the Officers' Report to the International Convention in April.
As the tidal wave of unemployment
has swept over the country, many of
us have temporarily neglected the
crisis of inflation, and ignored the
cause and effect relationship between
higher prices and rising unemployment. Orthodox economists are at a
loss to explain why prices and unemployment have increased simultaneously. Perhaps we can provide some
answers.
Continuing inflation inevitably becomes more than the economy can
bear. Prices outdistance wages and put
various goods and services beyond the
reach of working people. Already
swamped and hard pressed by installment debt, workers cannot assume further payments. Sales slump, inventories first pile-up and then are reduced, production is slowed or halted,
and unemployment ensues.
Once the process of economic contraction is set in motion, it feeds on itself. Massive layoffs in auto, for example, lead to layoffs in steel, rubber and
other auto-related industries. Lack of
work in the building trades has a chilling effect on the manufacturing and
distribution of building materials. And
so on.
Despite the existence of so-called
wage and price controls in one form or
another, prices went up 8.8 percent and
profits leaped 39 percent in 1973. For
1974, with controls in effect through
April, prices shot up 12.2 percent, a
rate exceeded in the last half-century
only by the 18.2 percent increase in the
year ended December 1946, and profits
jumped another 12.8 percent. The rates
of inflation and profitability have begun to slow somewhat in recent
months, but only after unemployment
topped 8 percent.
DOING A JOB ON LABOR
Looking back to last year, it is clear
that controls were lifted only after the
job had been done on labor. Despite
severe wage restraint, prices continued
up throughout the controls period, permanently putting to rest the traditional
but erroneous theory that higher wages
are the main cause of inflation. One
top controls administrator boasted
after controls ended, "The idea of the
freeze and Phase II was to zap labor,
and we did."
The fantastic rates of inflation, when
combined with higher taxes, modest
wage increases and fewer hours of
work, account for the fact that "real"
spendable average weekly earnings for
those people who still have their jobs
is now lower than at any time since
January 1964, and is down nearly 11
percent from the peak level attained
by American workers in October 1972.
For the organized sector of the labor
force, inflation has not been as destructive as among the 75 percent of workers who are unorganized. But organized workers are furious and frustrated, and with good reason.
What then really explains the price
explosion the past few years?

source scarcities . . . And military
spending overseas, was a primary
cause of the dollar drain which necessitated devaluation of the US dollar."
What is more, the Administration's
method of financing the massive expenditures for defense has forced up
interest rates, which themselves are an
important factor in the inflationary
spiral.
PRICE FIXING
Second, inflation is directly a function of price-fixing and profiteering by
US businesses.
Basic industries in the country such
as auto, steel, food processing, rubber,
aluminum and electrical products are
controlled by no more than three or
four giant corporations in each industry. Because of their size and the fact

that when there is an upturn in sales
the auto companies will have trimmed
costs enough, while keeping prices up,
to ensure them a higher rate of profitability." And now, the "Big Three"
have announced 3 to 6 percent increases on 1976 models!
Commenting on the extraordinary
steel price hikes last year, Senator
Proxmire noted:
"There is no cost basis . . . the supply-demand situation can't warrant
such an inflationary rip-off . . . (the
explanation) seems to be sheer, unrestrained economic power . . . and a
pricing system which for years has
been non-competitive."
Other examples of unbridled economic power abound:
•Coal industry profit increases of

that they have extensive control over 100 percent in 1974 have prompted a
the markets within which they sell Federal Energy Administration study
their products, these industrial giants of the industry's price structure.
•In recent months, two gypsum
are largely insulated from economic
competition. They are able to resist manufacturers pleaded no contest to
pressures for price decreases while tak- price-fixing charges over a 14-year peing advantage of any opportunities for riod, and four others await trial.
increases. And price hikes in basic in•Three major New York departdustries ripple through the economy.
ment stores have been convicted of
price-fixing on women's clothes.
How do companies set prices?
•Price gouging is still rampant in
Business Week magazine, on April 6,
1974, explained_ the general pricing the health care and insurance fields.
Because of their critical impact on
policy of U.S. business:
"For years most companies used our standard of living, two industries
price simply to attract more customers warrant special mention: petroleum reand build more sales. Where they saw fining and food production.
the prospect for greater volume, they
OIL PRICES
were often willing to let prices and
The world was stunned by the Middle
profit margins slip. Now, corporate East oil embargo imposed in the fall
policy increasingly stresses profit of 1973 and continuing through March
growth ahead of volume growth, and 1974. Domestic refiners capitalized on
many companies that previously boost- the unique opportunity. "The 'energy
ed profits by simply, trying to boost crisis' which followed the embargo was
volume are focusing more on maintain- set in motion by the major oil coming profit margins, holding down costs, panies in an attempt to simultaneously
and pricing for profit as well as sales." raise profits through price increases
There are glaring examples of how and improve their overall political
this policy is applied. In the aluminum power position," argues economist Arindustry, prices jumped by more than thur MacEwan.
VIETNAM
Industrialized nations, the US among
a third after controls were dropped.
In the first place, relative price When the slump in sales came at the them, have long made profitable use of
stability in the early 60's was shattered end of 1974, aluminum makers vowed cheap oil. Because it was cheaper than
by increased military spending, parti- to maintain list prices. They cut pro- other energy sources such as coal and
cularly massive expenditures for the duction rather than prices. Layoffs and natural gas, they became increasingly
dependent on it. Now the Middle East
war in Vietnam. The United Auto short workweeks ensued.
Workers Union explains:
In the auto industry, in the face of countries have taken control of their
"Most military spending does not add predicted declines in sales, auto prices own resources, and the Western world
to the nation's wealth by creating goods went up sharply for 1974 and 1975 mod- is sent reeling.
I do not mean to imply that all of the
and services for consumers to buy or els. The anticipated slump came to
creating capital goods which increase pass and depression-like conditions fell actions taken by those countries are
our capacity to produce in the future. on the industry. Except for the rebate justified. Nor do I mean to deny that
It creates income for people, but noth- program, the auto price increases have oil prices have contributed to the presing for people to buy with the income. held. The New York Times, on Janu- ent inflation. They have, and quite
That's inflation. It also exacerbates re- ary 5, 1975, explained: "The hope is substantially. The AFL-CIO reports

that "a one-cent increase in the price
of a gallon of gasoline alone amounts
to an additional $1 billion a year in
direct cost to American consumers."
But, as one analyst makes clear, "the
price of oil has always been artificial,
based not on cost of production or the
market mechanism, but on monopoly
power and international policies. All
that has happened is that monopoly
power has changed hands" (Geoffrey
Barraclough, The New York Review of
Books, January 23, 1975).
The Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers Union pointed out in full-page newspaper ads last winter that today's high
oil prices are due only in part to increased prices for foreign crude. More
important are the prices being set by
domestic refiners.
OIL PROFITS
"We may be paying more for foreign
crude, but we're also paying a lot more
for industry profits . . ." says the
OCAW. "Being inside the industry,"
they add, "we have a pretty good idea
of how it works. And how, as workers
and consumers, we're being robbed
blind."
Fortune magazine, in its recent listing of the 500 largest industrial corporations in the US, found that "the
combination of enormously higher
prices and only slightly lower consumption gave a fantastic lift to the
sales, profits and rankings of the oil
companies." Exxon, they noted,
"breezed" past General Motors into
the top spot in the "500" listing in
terms of sales, and "its $3.1 billion of
profits were some 70 percent greater
than those of IBM, No. 2 in profits."
LEAPS AND BOUNDS
Food prices have been going up by
leaps and bounds for two years now,
and more is in store for 1975. Why?
Part of the food price problem has to
do with the devaluation of the dollar.
US foodstuffs and animal feed came
into great demand on the world market
following devaluation, and there have
been substantial crop failures in several parts of the world. But these do
not explain the magnitude of the price
hikes or the tremendous surge in profits for food processors and distributors.
Brute economic strength is the reason.
Economist Geoffrey Barraclough (op.
cit.) notes:
"It is worth remembering, as we
gloomily inspect the soaring prices in
the supermarket, that over 90 percent
of the rise is due not to increases in
the price of the food itself but to the
elaborate system of processing, packaging, advertising and distribution,
which is where the lion's share of the
profit lies."
Processing, packaging, advertising
and distribution are not affected by
natural disasters, crop failures or the
slaughter of cows and chickens. Swift,
Del Monte and Safeway are what the
food price problem is all about, make
no mistake about it.
Wasteful government expenditures
for military purposes, and corporate
price-fixing and profiteering lie at the
heart of the inflationary splurge. Other
inflationary factors are symptomatic
of business' domination over the US
economy. Restrictive government monetary policy forced up interest rates
last summer to the highest level in
history. This partially explains higher
prices in general, and the dramatic
slump in the housing industry in particular. Dollar devaluation raised the
prices- here of imported goods and raw
materials. The failure of regulatory
agencies to regulate privately owned
public utilities effectively, fair trade
laws, and deliberate failure to enact
and implement a hard-hitting antitrust
program also contribute to the rate of
inflation.
Income redistribution, from the pockets of workers to the treasuries of corporations and banks, is what inflation
is all about. Massive, extended unemployment is the final price that workers are forced to pay for the excesses
wrought by corporate interests.
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AUXILIARY SCHOLARSHIPS — Two daughters of Seattle area ILWU members, Miss Angela Pitts and Miss Yvette Bernard were awarded scholarships
from ILWU auxiliary 3 at the auxiliary's annual father's day dinner I3st
month. Shown above—at the award ceremony are, from left, Auxiliary President Clare Gould; Angela Pitts and her father Lon Pitts, a member of Local
19; Yvette Bernard and her mother, Mrs. Arthur Bernard. Yvette's father is
a member of warehouse Local 9.
—photo by Elmer Allen

Boston Dockers Back at Work
After Strike to Save Guarantee
BOSTON—Members of the two International Longshoremen's Association locals here voted June 29 to end their
month-old walkout against the Boston
Shipping Association.
The strike began May 30 after negotiations on the local Guaranteed Annual
Income (the East Coast equivalent of
the ILWU-PIVIA Pay Guarantee Plan)
broke down. The BSA was insisting that
the GAL be structured on a limited basis—so that payments could be reduced
if the jointly trusteed guarantee fund,
based on tonnage, fell below a certain
amount.
The Boston ILA local, however, argued that there should be no such limitation. While they had agreed earlier
to reduce guarantee hours from 2,080 to
1,500, they wanted the GAI paid out no
matter how much tonnage was moving
through the port.
ILA WINS
Under the terms of the present agreement, the Boston dockers seem to have
won their point on this issue. GAI payments will be "open ended," while the
BSA will raise the cargo assessment to
$1 per ton to fund it.
The fee scale calls for lower assessments as cargo volume rises. If all the
longshoremen are working, no money
will go into the fund.
WORK RULES
But the shippers won, for the first
time, agreement from the union to the
first written container-terminal work
rules in the history of the port. Especially significant for the port's operations, according to the Journal of Commerce, is the establishment of procedures for 11 p.m. and early morning
starts if the need arises. In effect, this

makes around-the-clock terminal operation possible. Previously, any work
after 5 p.m. was paid as overtime. This
is no longer the case.
Other items — wages, pensions, welfare, etc. — were negotiated by the ILA
last October in the North Atlantic master agreement. ILA locals negotiate
their own guarantee -and work rules
agreements after wages and other such
cost items have been set. All other
ports had locked up their agreements,
with the exception of Boston.

Local 63, Wilmington
The following officers have been elected by members of ILWU clerks' Local 63: Secretary-Business Agent, Jim
McDonel; Dispatcher, T. C. Harrison;
Relief dispatchers, Leo Randolph and
David Miller; LCR, R. C. Tobin;
Board of Trustees, Harlan Azpeitia;
Sergeant-at-arms, Pete M. Naluuai;
Prcmotions Committee, C. J. Miller,
Robert Campbell, Matt Druskovich;
Membership Committee, Maurice L.
Porter, Sid Kaufman, Hearn Cigar,
Steve A. Cowell; Grievance Committee,
Patrick Stamper, Patrick Harrison,
Richard Stamper, Mike Kovacevich;
Beard V. Trustees, Marine Clerks Memorial Association, Jim Bowen, David
J. Cockett, Harry B. Aitkin, Jr., Joe
Argento, Jim McDonel, Al Perisho, and
T. C. Harrison.

AND

LITTLE FISHES

goeir 1,4h.

The elk is one of North America's
most magnificent big-game animals and
many consider it as the No. 1 trophy,
even surpassing the moose.
In the early days, the elk ranged
from the east to the west coast of North
America and was as much at home on
the plains as in the mountains. But today, it has sought refuge in the mountains. Except for fair numbers in Manitoba and Saskatchewan, they are confined to the west, with the bulk of the
population in Oregon, Idaho, Colorado,
Montana, Wyoming and Washington.
In line with the aforegoing, here's a
rundown on "How to Dress an Elk."
(Illustrations by Harold Cramer Smith,
Oregon Game Commission.)
The first operation is to stick the animal by inserting the knife at the point
of the brisket and cutting toward the
backbone, severing those large blood
vessels leading to the neck. Sticking
may be unnecessary in chest shots
where internal bleeding has been excessive. After sticking and draining the
carcass of blood, roll the animal on its
back to keep it in an upright position.
Cut the skin along the mid-line of the
neck, chest and belly, cutting from the
underside and not through the hair as
this rapidly dulls the knife. Open the
abdomen, protecting the knife point
with the finger tips to prevent puncturing the intestines. Cut around anal vent
and pull lower bowel and urinary organs through from the inside.
Open the chest cavity by severing the
ribs with a hatchet or meat saw. Cut
the gullet and windpipe below the chin
and separate from the neck. Roll animal on its side; remove entrails, cutting attachments when necessary. This
completes the dressing operation.
It's a good idea to skin immediately
after dressing since the hide is thick
and insulates against cooling. A delay
in skinning may result in sour meat.
Hanging an elk or skinning often can
be accomplished without too much difficulty. It the hunter is carrying a light
block and tackle, and a tree is handy,
the task is simple. Cut a gambrel from
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a stout stick and insert through the hind
legs above the hocks. Attach one block
to the tree and the second to the gambrel and commence hosting, skinning
from the hind legs toward the neck as
the animal is raised.
An elk can be hung without a block
and tackle if some poles are handy. Select and cut three long poles, 6 to 8
inches in diameter. Tie them together
at one end and spread the tripod over
the carcass. Insert a gambrel above the
hocks and attach its center securely to
the top of the tripod. Working in a circle, move the free end of each pole inward a few inches at a time. As the
carcass is raised, proceed with skinning
until the animal is clear of the ground
and the hide is removed. Hanging by
the block and tackle or pole method
eases the skinning task and results in a
clean carcass which will cool rapidly.
A satisfactory skinning job can be
done on the ground if it's impossible to
raise the carcass. With the animal
wedged on its back, commence at belly
opening. Work the hide loose from the
legs and side 'til spine is reached. Repeat process on other side, using hide
as shield against dirt. Quarter and hang
meat if possible. Otherwise, raise backbone from hide to permit a free circulation of air. Allow to cool thoroughly before moving.
• * •
ILWU members—and the members of
their family—can earn a pair of the
illustrated KROCODILE fishing lures.
All that's required is a clear snapshot

of a fishing or hunting scene—and a few
words as to what the photo is about.
Send it to:
Fred Goetz, Dept. TDWW
2833 S.E. 33rd Place
Portland, Oregon 97202
Please mention your local number
and zip code. Of course, retired members are eligible.

US Labor Costs Lag
WASHINGTON, DC—Labor costs in
the United States rose more slowly last
year than in any of the major European
industrialized nations. This was also the
case in 1971, 1972 and 1973.

4. CUT AROUND ANAL VENT AND
GENITALS—PULL THROUGH
FROM INSIDE.
I. STICKING-IF HEAD IS WANTED FOR TROPHY
MOUNT AVOID DAMAGING THE CAPE.

Dockers, Widows on Pension List
SAN FRANCISCO — Following is
the July, 1975 list of dockworkers
retired under various ILWU-PMA
plans:
Local 7: Alfred F. Grindle; Local
8: Harry N. Lakeness; Local 10:
Julius Bailey, Tandy D. Byars, Byron U. Evans, George Garre, Vance
H. Mau, Harold Taylor, Solomon
Thompson; Local 13: John B. Olivieri; Local 14: Raymond Still; Local 19: Francis J. Furlong; Local
23: Ralph L. Bowers; Local 34: Joseph F. Mastro, Anthony A. Whitney; Local 40: Thomas S. Bennison; Local 46: Paul S. Bressman;
Local 49: William Ohlheiser, Clifford B. Wells; Local 51: Vilho B.
Uusitalo, George B. White; Local
52: William E. Baun, Walter M.
Birkes, Howard J. Knutson; Local
54: Douglas V. Hall, Larry A. Sciutti; Local 75: Robert D. McGrath;
Local 91: Mario B. Banchero, Herbert Boehm, Gerald McDonnell,
Casserly Roberts; Local 92: Wesley
V. Baker, Herbert E. Clark, Roy A.
Gardner, Harold J. Laharty; Local
94: John Bloomingdale; Local 98:
Lee 0. Bailey.

*The widows are: Naomi Borgensgard (Chris, Local 8); Mary C.
Calton (Pleasant, Local 10); Agnes
A. Cooper (Benton, Local 34);
Philomena Crisanti (John, Local
13); Ethel Dobiash (George, Local
23); Boletta Fickel (Charles, Local
94); Jewell Gebhard (Leslie, Local
63); Elsie Green (John, Local 34);
Grace H. Hamrick (Flint, Local
19); Carolina Jurchan (John, Local
10); Virginia Kiernan (Vincent, Local 34); Maria A. Kioukis (Antonio,
Local 14); Willa Kremer (Clarence,
Local 8); Dorothy Langford (William, Local 34); Anna Laudadio
(Vito, Local 23); Laura Loveridge
(Paul, Local 13); Alta V. Milner
(William, Local 13); Gertrude Niles,
(Willie, Local 10); Violet Pederson
(Ralph, Local 98); Hilda A. Rodrigues (John, Local 10); Katherine
Ruho (Tony, Local 21); Mary E.
Schick (Clifford, Local 34); Minetta
E. Smith (Leonard, Local 12); Selma A. Tyler (Jewel, Local 13);
Ethel Watters (Henry, Local 8);
Laura Willmann (Rudolph, Local
23).
*Names in brackets are those of
deceased husbands.

5. OPEN CHEST CAVITY WITH
HATCHET OR SAW.

2. SLIT SKIN ALONG MID-LINE
OF NECK. CHEST & BELLY.

PRESS PAUNCH AND
ENTRAILS OUT OF WAY
kTH HAND-CUT FROM/
DERSIDE TO KEEP
IFE SHARP.
6. REMOVE ENTRAILS

Local 6 Photographer

Energy Newsletter

CORTE MADERA — George Ward, a
member of ILWU warehouse Local 6 is
currently showing a collection of his
photographs to the public at Sequoia
Auction Sales, Building 400, at Tamal
Plaza, near the intersection of Tamal
Vista Boulevard and Lucky Drive in
Mann County. The show is free to the
public. Ward is employed at Industrial
Supply in San Francisco.

Members who are interested in the
causes and cures of energy problems in
the United States, questions involving
nuclear power, etc., might consider subscribing to the informative Energy
Newsletter which comes out of the office of Sen. Mike Gravel (D.-Alaska).
Write to Gravel at 3317 Dirksen Senate
Office Building, Washington, DC 20510.
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July 5-Still a Powerful Symbol
In Hard Times, Portland
Rites Have a New Meanin.g

STILL RELEVANT—ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Lou Goldblatt addressed
5 observance at Kelly Point Park, in Portland.

HE REMEMBERS — Former ILWU Vice-President Germain Bulcke recalls
'Bloody Thursday,' 1934 for audience at Mission and Stewart Streets in San
Francisco. Local 10 President Larry Wing served as MC.

No Jury Trial Right
For Trade Unionists
WASHINGTON, DC — Union officials
and members are not necessarily entitled to trial by jury on contempt
charges arising from labor disputes,
the Supreme Court ruled last week.
By 5-4, the court upheld a San Francisco federal court decision that Teamsters Local 70 and one of its officers
did not have the right to trial by jury
in connection with charges growing out
of the 1970 San Rafael IndependentJournal strike.
The case stems from a refusal by a
Local 70 driver to cross a picket line
established by Typographers Local 21,
involved in a bitter strike against the
I-J, at a store which persisted in advertising in the scab sheet.
The picket line had resulted in the
establishment of an injunction by lower
court, and $25,000 fines against the offending unions.

Union Merger Gets
Deep Sixed
WASHINGTON, DC—Merger negotiations between the Oil, Chemical and
Atomic Workers and the United Rubber
Workers — which looked promising a
month or so ago—have reached an impasse and no further talks are scheduled. The two unions had planned to
formally merge at a special convention
in October. Reasons for the break-off
have not been made public.

•

PORTLAND — Traditional rites for
the dead of Bloody Thursday, July 5,
were held this year in Kelly Point Park
as a combined event with Local 8's second annual picnic.
There are no trees on the Willamette
side of the park where volunteers in
the cool of the morning constructed a
speakers' platform.
By noon the July sun was blazing
down on the rostrum and on more than
1,500 people standing or sitting in little
knots on the unshaded grass. It was
hot and they were wondering when the
beer kegs would be unstoppered. Men
had been shot in 1934 in another park
not too far from this one, but that was
a long time ago.
SAME OLD STUFF
No one under 50 was really listening
when Lou Goldblatt, secretary of the
International Union for more than 30
years, began talking about the change
"from casual status to a stabilized industry," and "union gains, once undreamed of, pensions, health and welfare. . . ."
"The same old stuff!" muttered a
young docker, mopping his brow.
Then suddenly children were shushed
and people were listening with both
ears, for Goldblatt was no longer
speaking of a past most of his listeners had never known, but of today.
He talked about "stagflation—unemployment and the high rate of inflation
"carving away at living standards."
About the high price of gasoline, "one
of the biggest rip-offs in history," maneuvered by the "oiligopoly," and how
one oil company had bought up the
Container Corporation of America and
Montgomery Ward .. . "I don't suppose they planned to tear it down and
drill for oil!"
All industries are affected in the
same fashion, he said. "Many of the
big stevedoring companies are now
branches of the conglomerates . . . the
multinationals are setting up branches
overseas." Colgate has 48 branches in
other countries.
LABOR MUST RESPOND
The labor movement, Goldblatt
warned, "will have to change its sites
or fail ... unions are dealing with the
same conglomerates and the same mul-

tinationals around the world. ...
"Unions in Europe have discovered
they must combine their bargaining
strength. International bargaining is
the only route they can follow.
"This may seem revolutionary, but
many of the steps we took in 1934
seemed revolutionary then. . . . If we
don't take on this struggle, it will mean
a weakening of our bargaining power"
and a return to the cyclical economy
of the '30's. "We must cement our ties
overseas. . . .
Regional Director G. Johnny Parks
agreed with Goldblatt that "we have a
great union." He expressed confidence
in the ability of the younger members
to carry on and build an even stronger
union. A convert, as were many in the
park, to the combined picnic-memorial,
he added that he, too, saw nothing
wrong with having a little fun, while
still commemorating the dead."
Others who spoke briefly included
Local 8 president John Olson, who
se:ved as master of ceremonies; the
Rev. Dale Stitt of the Mallory Ave.
Christian Church; Lloyd Anderson, executive director of the Port of Portland; and State Representative Bill
Grannell (D.-Coos County) who praised
another representative, "Brother Jim
Chrest, one of your own," as "an outstanding new Democratic leader at
Salem."
The traditional wreath for the strike
dead was carried from the shore into
the ship channel in a boat donated by
Local 8 member Ron Warnock, while
the son of another longshoreman, Vic
Vance, played taps.
Later games and races were held,
prizes awarded and a huge cake, made
by Local 8 member Bill McCauley,
was raffled off for the benefit of the
auxiliary.
The July 5 committee included John
Olson, Dick Wise, Dean Lusk, Dave
Kellog, Jerry Brown, Jim Copp, Bob
Brandt, Harold Rogers, Craig Combs,
Erwin Owen, Carl Mueller and Ron
Noonan, all of Local 8; Toby Christiansen, Ernie Baker and Mike Sickinger,
representing the pensioners; Jim
Byrne, Ben Reineccius and J. K. Stranahan, Local 40; and Francis J. Murnane, Permanent Member (in Memoriam).

Oregon Solons Get Mixed Review
A GLORIOUS FOURTH — Nearly
everyone got into the swim of things
at longshore Local 18's annual Independence Day bash, held this year
at Lake Van Norden near Soda
Springs. Some, like Tom Joyner,
shown above trying to extricate himself from his canoe, got into it a
bit more than others. The Sacramento
local provided lots of food, games,
races and good times for the 150
members and family members who
attended, with thanks to the arrangements committee—William Linker,
Bill McGuire, Glenn Powell and local
president Duane Peterson.

Report on Soviet Trip

Local 17 Dues Vote

SAN FRANCISCO—Local 6 Business
Agent Joe Figueiredo will report on his
recent trip to the Soviet Union in honor
of the thirtieth anniversary of the defeat of fascism at 7 p.m., Tuesday,
August 12 at union headquarters, 255
Ninth Street, San Francisco, Figueiredo's report will concentrate on the
role of trade unions in Soviet society.
All members and other interested parties are invited.

SACRAMENTO— In accordance with
a recommendation by the officers of
ILWU Local 17 and the members of
the local's executive board, a mail referendum of the membership will be
held on a proposal to raise local dues
from $8 to $10 monthly.
The actual date for the ballot has
not been determined. Two membership
meetings held June 26 approved the
holding of the referendum.

SALEM—The Oregon Legislature adjourned June 14, with many bills which
would have benefitted thousands of
working men and women still bottled
up in committees.
One of these—the major loss of the
session, according to CRDC lobbyist
John Olson — was a measure which
would have increased unemployment
compensation benefits. The funding portion of the bill had already passed.
Jobless pay went up, effective with
the week ending July 5, but because of
action taken by the 1973 legislature,
only new claimants are eligible for the
increase, which is not retroactive. New
claimants eligible for the maximum
benefit get $95 weekly, instead of $88.
Other bills which were tabled or died
in various committees included: Korean and Vietnam war veterans' bonus;
widows and widowers' workmen's compensation benefit increase.
SOME PROGRESS
However, in spite of these and other
losses, the session "in some areas
wasn't all that bad," says Olson.
Two bills of particular interest to
ILWU members were SB 181, removing
restrictions against third party suits in
the workmen's compensation law; and
HB 2609, authorizing purchase of the
Wayne Morse ranch at Eugene for use

as a state historical park.
In addition, Olson said, legislation
was passed:
• Upping workmen's comp for temporary total disability to 100 percent
of the state's average weekly wage.
• Expanding the law's definition of
permanent total disability and raising
the maximum benefits payable to permanently and totally disabled workers
to 100 per cent of the state's average
weekly wage.
• Raising the state's minimum wage
rate from $1.75 an hour to $2.10 an hour
for 1975, and $2.30 an hour thereafter.
• Eliminating strictures in workmen's comp limiting the temporary
total disability benefit for hernia to a
60-day period.
The four measures went into effect
July ,l, -under an emergency clause.
ANTI-SCAB BILL
Also passed—a benchmark of achievement in a year of struggle to pass such
legislation—was a bill prohibiting the
employment of professional strikebreakers and penalizing employers who
advertise for scabs.
Olson praised Rep. Jim Chrest (D.-N.
Portland) a member of ILWU Clerks
Local 40, for his work on this, and other
bills of value to the entire labor movement.

